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“You never told me there’d be so many beautiful women here!” I 
smiled at Joe Lex, world traveler, connoisseur of music, art, fine food 
and culture. We were standing in a lecture hall at the First Carib-
bean Emergency Medicine Congress (CEMC), a joint venture be-
tween the University of the West Indies and AAEM. I honestly never 
thought about that aspect of holding a conference in Barbados. 

In so many respects, CEMC was a huge success. The conference 
brought together faculty from the United States, Canada, the United 
Kingdom, Europe and all across the Caribbean. While the tropical 
setting, good food and vibrant, friendly people lent itself to the perfect 
mid-winter break, the conference also offered an unparalleled op-
portunity for academic and scientific exchange, providing physicians 
from around the globe a venue at which to interact, exchange ideas 
and present the latest research in the field of emergency medicine. 

With 50 invited faculty from around the world, the program ran the 
gamut, from problems of crowding to bioterrorism, to a panel dis-
cussion on “Establishing a Caribbean Federation of Emergency 
Medicine.” The clinical topics highlighted a broad range of interests 
including helpful hints for educators on “Resident Remediation” and 
“Getting Published.” There were phenomenal tips for the experi-
enced practitioner on “Difficult Vascular Access” and “Interactions 
of Commonly Used Medicines.” There were also numerous reviews 
of important topics such as “Pediatric Head Trauma” and “Non-Trau-
matic Joint Pain.” 

There were memorable moments during the conference, too numer-
ous to mention them all. The winners of research prizes had the 
honor of receiving their awards from Professor Steve Hayden, edi-
tor of the Journal of Emergency Medicine. Professor Michelle Biros, 
past-editor of Academic Emergency Medicine gave several impas-
sioned lectures and taught us a thing or two about how to be a great 
academician, a wise physician, and she shared with us her personal 
perspectives on being a patient. Following the main conference, 
there were two days of hands-on ultrasound training, led by Dr. Paul 

Sierzenski and Dr. J. Christian Fox. With 30 participants and a wait-
ing list at least as long, the enthusiasm to learn was clear. Dr. Jo-
seph Wood commented, “Teaching the ultrasound course was a joy.”

CEMC made daily front page headlines in the local newspapers 
and drew numerous television and radio interviews. These served 
to heighten awareness of the scope of emergency medicine in the 
eyes of the government, private sector and general population. Dr. 
Harold Watson, Chief of Emergency Services on the island and Aca-
demic Co-Chair for CEMC is quoted as saying, “This conference has 
energized my department. There is now greater enthusiasm among 
the faculty and residents in their approach to all aspects of work.” 
The Chief Medical Officer, Chairman of the Hospital Board and the 
board member in charge of the EM department at Queen Elizabeth 
Hospital had the opportunity to attend the sessions on Thursday, 
January 8, 2009. This resulted in useful discussions and links being 
established with Professor Gunnar Öhlén (President of the Euro-
pean Society for Emergency Medicine) in connection with designing 
a new state-of-the art hospital in Barbados. 

In this idyllic setting, it is hard to imagine that the problems facing 
patients and practitioners in emergency medicine are real - but they 
are. Overcrowding, poor access to care, turf wars, limited resources 
- the everyday, universal problems of emergency medicine - are 
punctuated by local disasters, epidemics, people quitting, getting 
ill or having family emergencies that take them out of an already 
strained workforce. This much is clear: they cope in the same ways 
we cope.

For four exciting days, we lectured, we listened to lectures, we com-
miserated, and we exchanged stories of personal and professional 
triumphs. We made ambitious, idealistic and practical plans to help 
advance the cause of emergency medicine. We expanded our net-
work of respected colleagues and friends and made promises to 
keep in touch. We got to know each other face-to-face. After all, 
that’s what international EM is all about.

The American Academy of Emergency Medicine congratulates  
the 2009 AAEM Award winners.

 Wagner Award ..... Ron M. Walls, MD FAAEM

 Peter Rosen Award ..... Robert M. McNamara, MD FAAEM 

 James Keaney Leadership Award ..... David W. Lawhorn, MD FAAEM 

 Young Educator Award ..... Erik B. Kulstad, MD MS FAAEM

  Michael E. Winters, MD FAAEM

 Resident of the Year Award ..... Megan M. Boysen, MD  

 Program Director of the Year Award ..... Christopher I. Doty, MD FAAEM 

 Joe Lex Educator of the Year Award ..... Kevin G. Rodgers, MD FAAEM

 International Award ..... Amin Antoine Nabih Kazzi, MD FAAEM 




